My School Years/My Skooljare

My School Years covers 14 years from Pre-School, Grade R, Grade 1 up to Grade 12. Extra pre-school packages can be added if needed.

My First Years (pregnancy to toddler) and My School Years are similarly designed and complement each other well. Eventually they act as precious books of life that you have lovingly put together to give to your child when he/she leaves your home.

We use only the highest quality acid free material to preserve your photos and keepsakes. With these user-friendly albums it is easy and fun to capture your child's development and milestones from year to year to capture your child’s precious memories.

WHY ARE ALBUMS AND MEMORIES SO PRECIOUS?

- **Educational value:** these albums and memories are essential building blocks in the development of a child’s identity and sense of self-worth. When you capture your child’s growing years, he/she feels part of a loving family that values his/her achievements and interests. Knowing that his/her parents are proud of their child's achievements, no matter how big or small they may be, is a highly positive experience for any child. Proof of their pride is keeping their child's achievements and milestones safe in a special album. Certificates simply thrown into a box or drawer year after year lose their value.

- The album strengthens the **bonding between parent and child**, which helps to create a loving, trusting relationship. Encourage your child to help you with the album and assure him/her that you enjoy spending time with him/her.

- At the same time, your child will be working on a **childhood CV** by keeping his/her achievements and special memories properly organised.

EDUGRAFIX CHILDREN ALBUMS – THE IDEAL SOLUTION!

- **Fully expandable and adaptable** to the individual needs of every parent and child. Extra pre-school packages, frame pages, photo-pocket pages, envelopes and special designed sleeves for inserts can be added any place in the album. This unique feature of our prestige albums gives a huge advantage in compiling an album customised for your own situation.

- Various **Additional album items** and albums covers are available as the album “grows”. See our additional items catalogue for our extended range of add-ons.

- **Modern colourful sturdy pages**, professionally designed by a graphic designer, put joy in your experience creating your album.

- **Already structured**, ideal for busy parents; simply add your child’s keepsakes to the album without effort. The fill-in pages are designed and structured with care to suit the development and age of the child with relevant info for the specific year. Photo-pocket pages and insert pockets are specially designed for the album to organize your keepsakes with ease. **More than enough space in each year package** for original notes, photos, certificates, paper clips, reports and other keepsakes. Because the albums are expandable you don't need to discard keepsakes.
• Digitally designed pages (A4 format) can easily be integrated into the album.

• Personalised album with your child’s name and surname add a personal touch to your album.

WHAT DO THE ALBUMS LOOK LIKE?

*My School Years* are available in three options:

1. **Prestige expandable My School Years album with Photo pockets**

   Cover: Expandable spine  
   Durable hard cover  
   Name and surname can be printed on the cover  
   Available in a large variety of colours and finishes - see colour chart at the top of the page.

   Size: Length: 33 cm, Width: 31 cm, Height 5 cm Weight: 2 Kg

   Contents: Family page: family photo and names or signatures of parents and grandparents  
   Year sections – pre-school, Grade R, Grade 1 to Grade 12  
   **Each year section consists of:**  
   ➢ Fill-in page – for the highlights of the year  
   ➢ Frame page for bigger photos / activity photos, artwork, certificates, etc.  
   ➢ Envelope for report cards, certificates, medals, special letters, artwork, etc.  
   Photo pocket page for 10 jumbo photos (or medals)

*The prestige expandable album with photo-pockets is by far our most popular product (95% of our sales) because it is an all in one solution to keep all your child's memories organised without effort. Consider adding events like birthdays, holidays, Christmas, family events and normal daily activities. The unique design and durability of this album makes this the ultimate choice.*

2. **Prestige expandable My School Years album without photo-pocket pages**

   Cover: Expandable spine  
   Durable hard cover  
   Name and surname can be printed on the cover  
   Available in a large variety of colours and finishes - see colour chart at the top of the page.

   Size: Length: 33 cm, Width: 31 cm, Height 3.5 cm Weight: 2 Kg

   Contents: Family page: family photo and names or signatures of parents and grandparents  
   Year sections – pre-school, Grade R, Grade 1 to Grade 12  
   **Each year section consists of:**  
   ➢ Fill-in page – for the highlights of the year  
   ➢ Frame page for bigger photos / activity photos, artwork, certificates, etc.  
   ➢ Envelope for report cards, certificates, medals, special letters, artwork, etc.

*The Prestige expandable album without photo-pocket pages is a good choice if you do not wish to add to many jumbo photos but rather use larger photos or add A4 digital designed pages for your album. The expandability of this album still gives you the freedom to add and expand the album to your specific need. Our insert-pockets with sleeves can be used very successfully in the prestige range for larger photos and certificates. Photo-pocket pages can be added as needed. Each album comes with one photo-pocket page as a sample.*
3. Standard album

Cover:  
- Fixed sturdy wire bind spine
- Durable and modern polypropylene cover
- Unfortunately we do not do personalisation of names on the standard album

Available in green, pink, blue, purple

Size:  
33 cm x 31 cm

Contents:  
- Family page: family photo and names or signatures of parents and grandparents
- Year sections – pre-school, Grade R, Grade 1 to Grade 12

Each year section consists of:
- Fill-in page – for the highlights of the year
- Frame page for bigger photos / activity photos, artwork, certificates, etc.
- Envelope for report cards, certificates, medals, special letters, artwork, etc.

The standard album cannot be expanded with extra pages due to the fixed binding

This album is a good choice for the parent who wants to keep an overview of the most important highlights, photos, certificates and reports in one album. There is still ample space in this album

OTHER PRODUCTS IN THE RANGE:

- General albums: additional albums for the children, holiday and travel albums, portfolios, family journals, etc.
- Scrapbook albums: standard international measurements
- Wedding albums: variety of sizes and finishes
- Guest books: ideal for personal use, wedding guests, for lodges and guest houses
- Coffee-table albums: design and layout are done directly from digital photos. Bound in genuine leather.
- Corporate products: ideal for conference material, corporate gifts, restaurant menus, diaries, etc.

MORE ABOUT EDUGRAFIX

Edugrafix was established in 1995. It started when devoted moms needed a book of life to capture the special memories of their children's growing years.

Belief in and a passion for the product were the driving force behind a successful business. Today, Edugrafix is the proud manufacturer of an extended product range supplying a variety of albums.

People from the deaf community manufacture all the products in Edugrafix's own local factory. They are extremely dedicated and proud of their craftsmanship. They work under the supervision of professional bookbinding specialists.

Only material of the highest quality is used in the manufacturing process, a guarantee of products of superior quality.